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This invention relates to the manufacture of 
golf balls and pertains more particularly to meth 
ods of applying the outside cover thereto. 

According to present commercial methods of 
making golf balls, a substantially spherical ball 
body is formed by winding a strand or strands 
of rubber, undertension, about a substantially 
spherical core or center. The ball body thus 
formed is then supplied with a cover, usually of 
balata or gutta-percha. _ 
In applying the cover, the usual practice is to 

preform hemispherical shells of the covering 
material which said shells are placed over the 
ball body and caused to adhere thereto by the 
application of heat and pressure. The heat and 
pressure are applied in a mold which brings the 
covered lball to approximately true spherical shape 
and applies any desired surface configuration 
thereto, such as the well known dimples, for ex 
ample. 

It is an object of the present invention to ap 
ply covering material to the ball body directly 
in plastic~ form, thereby permitting more inti 
mate adhesion between the cover material and 
the ball body. 
A preferred embodiment of the invention se 

lected for purposes of illustration is shown in 
the accompanying drawing, in which: 

Figure 1 is a Vertical section through the mold 
and pressure cylinder. 

Figure 2 is a section on the line 
ure 1. 

In my copenriing application for Letters Pat 
ent Serial No. 122,957, now Pat. No. 2,153,408, I 
have described a process for the manufacture of a 
golf ̀ ball body from a strand or strands of rubber 
wound under tension, in which the ball body is 
formed by winding the said strand or strands on 
a mandrel. The said mandrel extends radially 
through the ball body, and the two ends of the 
mandrel project beyond the peripheral surface of 
the ball body. 
As described in said copendlng application, I 

proposed to withdraw the mandrel from the ball ' 
body after completion of winding, and then to 
apply the cover in the usual manner, that is, by 
molding preformed shells thereon by heat and 
pressure. According to the present invention, 
howevier, I let the said mandrel remain in the 

' ball bo‘dy until after the`cover is applied, and I 
utilize the said mandrel to support and center 
the ball body in the mold during the application 
of tllîj'e cover material in plastic form. 

Referring to the drawing, a ball body of the 
type described is illustrated at I in Figures l and 

2, said ball body having a mandrel 2 extending 
radially therethrough and projecting beyond the 
peripheral surfaces of the lball body. Preferably 
the said mandrel may have a weakened portion 
3 at the center of the ball, so~ that when it is de- l 
sired to withdraw the mandrel, it may be broken 
at the* weakened portion, and the two halves may 
be separately withdrawn. 
The mold comprises two complementary mold 

sections 5 and 6 having a spherical cavity 1 ß 
therein, the surface of which may be formed to ' 
provide any desired surface conñguration on the 
finished ball. ` 
The upper surface of the lower mold section 

6 and the lower surface ofthe upper mold sec 
tion 5 are provided with matching >semi-cylin 
drical ,grooves 8 tc receive the projecting ends of 
the mandrel. If the ball is wound about the 
mid-point of a mandrel of a size to ñt the grooves 
8, it will be seen that the ball bodies will be ac- ß 
curately centered in the spherical cavity, and 
_will remain accurately centered during the sub 
sequent steps of the process, since the mandrel 
provides a substantially rigid support therefor. 

After the ball body is placed in the mold, the s 
mold is closed and locked, as by bolts 9, and the 
plastic covering material such as balata or gutta. 
perchaïheated to soft plastic condition is in 
‘jected'through the passage I0. In order to per 
mit the discharge of air from the mold cavity a 
as the covering material is injected, one or more 
small vent passages II may be provided extend 
ing from the cavity to' the outside of the mold. 
These passages, of course, should be located sub 
stantially .diametrically opposite the injection ß 
passage I0. 
The covering material may be injected in any 

suitable manner as by a pressure cylinder I5 con 
nected to the injection passage vIII by a tube I6. 
Pressure may be applied by means of a piston ‘n 
I1 operated by a shaft I8 threaded into the 
cover I9. 

Balata, gutta-percha and similar covering ma 
terials become plastic. at relatively low ltemper 
ature, and any suitable means may be provided ß 
for heating the pressure cylinder and mold to 
maintain the plastic condition during injection. 

Injection of the covering material is continued 
until it begins to be exuded through the vent pas 
sages II. If these passages are very small, the 5o 
pressure required to force the covering material 
through said passages may be sufñclent to cause 
the desired penetration of covering material into 
the interstices between the windings of the ball 
body, but if not, the enlarged openings 20 of 58 
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the vent passages may be closed by suitable plugs 
after all of the air has been displaced from the 
cavity, after which additional pressure may be 
applied. 
After the covered ball is removed from the 

mold, the pieces of the mandrel or the pins, as 
the case may be, are extracted from the ball. 
The small holes remaining in the cover may be 
subsequently i‘llled with plastic material or paint 
or may be closed Aby touching with a heated tool. 

It will be understood'that the invention may 
be variously modified and embodied within the 
scope of the subjoined claims. 
I claim as my invention: 
1. The method of making andcovering a golf 

ball which comprises winding a spherical ball 
body on a mandrel extending diametrically there 
through and projecting radially beyond the pe 
ripheral surface thereof, supporting said ball 
body in a spherical mold cavity by engagement 
of. said mandrel with the walls of _said mold, and 
injecting covering material into said cavity. 
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2. 'I'he method of making and covering a golf 

ball .which comprises winding a spherical ball 
body on a mandrel extending diametrically 
therethrough and projecting radially beyond the 
peripheral surface thereof, supporting said ball 
body in a spherical mold cavity by engagement 
of said mandrel- with the walls of said mold, 
centering said ball bow in said cavity in a di 
rection lengthwise of said mandrel, and injecting 
covering material into said cavity. 

3. The method of making and covering a golf 
ball which comprises winding a spherical ball 
body on a mandrel extending diametrically there 
through and projecting radially beyond the pe 

l0 

ripheral surface thereof, supporting said ball body 'u 
in a spherical mold cavity by engagement of said 
mandrel with the walls of said mold, injecting 
covering material into said cavity, and there 
after withdrawing said mandrel.~ 
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